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Skills are the
lifeblood of a modern
economy and the key
to a more prosperous
future – for the
nation, its businesses
and its citizens.

A highly skilled workforce ensures our businesses are
resilient, innovative and competitive in a global economy.
For individuals, achieving recognised qualifications is
one of the most effective ways to secure a job and earn a
decent income.
The Australian economy is undergoing a major transformation.
My government has already put in place many of the reforms
needed to support our transition to a new economy. We are
laying down the “railway tracks” for 21st century infrastructure
by introducing the National Broadband Network to support
unprecedented technological advancement. We are building
the clean energy economy of tomorrow. We are developing
a taxation system that rewards innovation.
The next wave of reform is in skills. We must build a more
highly skilled workforce that will help Australian workers get
ahead, and help Australian businesses adapt and innovate
in this new economy, increase Australia’s productivity, and
respond to a shrinking workforce.
This document outlines the Commonwealth Government’s
plan to reform skills training in Australia – to help Australians
get jobs, or learn new skills so they can get better jobs; to build
more competitive businesses; and to build a stronger economy
with a fair share for all Australians. Jobs are the Government’s
top priority, and skills training is all about jobs. Australia’s most
important resource is its people. Their capacity to contribute
to society, especially through the paid workforce, is one of the
strongest measures of a nation’s productivity. Today 4.1 million
Australians in the labour force do not hold the qualifications
needed for entry to the growth sectors of our economy.
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Foreword

In 2008 the Council of Australian Governments
(COAG) agreed to ambitious targets for skilling
Australians, including doubling the number of
qualification completions at diploma and advanced
diploma levels and halving the proportion of
Australians aged 20 to 64 without a qualification
at the certificate III level or higher by 2020.
In response to the efforts of all governments,
the proportion without a certificate III or higher
qualification has reduced from 48.1 per cent in
2008 to 45.4 per cent in 2010. However, it is clear
that to meet these targets additional effort will be
needed. Simply funding additional training places
won’t be enough.
There is an urgent need for training reforms
to open the doors of training and skills development
to those Australians without minimum qualifications.
More training places is part of this. But we also
need to reduce the upfront costs facing Australians
who want to participate in higher level training. We
need to ensure Australian industry has the skilled
workforce it needs to adapt and innovate in a rapidly
changing economy, by lifting the overall quality and
performance of our national training system.
All Australian governments recognise that the
training system is under pressure to be more
responsive to the needs of business and students.

In recent years the Commonwealth has done the heavy lifting,
increasing our annual investment in vocational education
by 35 per cent in real terms, adjusted for inflation, between
2007 and 2010, while the annual overall state and territory
commitment increased by only five per cent. We have also
substantially increased our investment in higher education,
trade skills, and language, literacy and numeracy programs,
demonstrating the Commonwealth’s commitment to skills for
all Australians. If we are to meet the current and future needs
of our economy, responsibility for meeting the growing training
needs of Australian businesses and Australian workers must
be more evenly shared between all governments, as well
as business and individuals.
Over the next five years, in additional to the base agreement
on skills funding with the states and territories worth $7.2 billion,
the Commonwealth Government has committed a further
$1.75 billion to support deep and lasting reforms to Australia’s
national training system. State and territory governments are the
managers of this system, so I am seeking their agreement to
sweeping reforms that will benefit state economies as well as the
national economy. This document sets out the Commonwealth’s
ambition for skills reform and my offer to states and territories
for a new National Partnership Agreement on Skills Reform.
I look forward to agreeing to this important national reform
agenda with Premiers and Chief Ministers at COAG.

The Hon Julia Gillard MP
Prime Minister
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1.1 A national training system
delivering skills for all Australians
Australia’s national vocational education and training
(VET) system has served us well for many decades.
The Commonwealth Government’s skills reform plan
is aimed at ensuring this system is even better able
to equip Australian businesses and individuals with
the skills they need to prosper in a rapidly changing
economy. Ensuring Australia has the skills base
necessary to drive growth in a high participation
and more productive economy forward is a national
priority and a key focus of the Commonwealth
Government’s economic policy. Skills are central to
ensuring we have the workforce needed to deliver
the innovative, high quality, high value products
and services that will power our economy into the
21st Century.
This is why we want to work closely with state and
territory governments to provide a national training
system that is flexible and responsive to the needs
of business and individuals.
This document sets out the Commonwealth’s plan
for reform of the national training system. The
reforms will deliver greater access to affordable high
quality training. As a result, businesses will have
better access to a highly skilled workforce that will
allow them to adapt and innovate in a changing
economy, and Australians of working age will have
more affordable access to the qualifications they
need to gain employment, particularly in growth
areas of the economy.
The Commonwealth has committed $1.75 billion
over five years to achieve key reforms to be
negotiated with the states and territories through
the Council of Australian Governments (COAG):
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>> a national entitlement to training at a minimum of the first
certificate III qualification so working age Australians have
the opportunity to gain the skills needed to get a decent,
sustainable job in Australia’s new economy;
>> wider access to student loans to reduce upfront
cost barriers to study at the diploma and advanced
diploma level;
>> increased availability of information about courses, costs
and training provider quality through a new My Skills
website so students and business can make well informed
choices about their training options, linked to their own
needs and the needs of the economy; and choose a high
quality training provider to help them develop the skills
they seek;
>> support for quality teaching and assessment, including
trialling models for independent validation of training
provider assessments so students and employers can
have confidence in the quality and consistency of training
they purchase;
>> support for a strong public training provider network
through the implementation of the reforms to ensure a high
quality training system is accessible to all Australians; and
>> incentives to achieve improved completion of full
qualifications, particularly at higher levels and for
disadvantaged students, to deliver the qualified workers
that business needs and give all Australians the opportunity
to develop skills and participate in the workforce.
Global and domestic pressures are driving change in the
Australian economy. In some sectors this has accelerated
industry restructuring. It is becoming more important
than ever for business to upskill or retrain their workers in
order to lift productivity and adapt to changing competitive
pressures. Jobs growth in skilled occupations is more than
twice that for unskilled jobs. As a consequence, many of the
4.1 million Australians in the labour force without a postschool qualification require additional skills to improve their
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employability. This includes workers needing to upskill or have
their existing skills recognised to enhance their career or meet
increased expectations of employers; and people who are
unemployed or looking to re-enter the workforce and need
skills to get a job or bring their skills up to date.
Higher levels of education and skills have been found to be
strongly associated with higher levels of workforce participation
and productivity. In part this is because higher skilled
workers earn more. For example, in Australia a person who
has completed school earns around 20 per cent less than
somebody with a certificate III or IV, 24 per cent less than
someone with a diploma or advanced diploma, and 42 per
cent less than a university graduate.
This amounts to potentially significant differences in earnings
over the course of a year, and very significant differences over
a working lifetime. For example, a diploma provides some
$10,000 a year of income over a school leaver, and more than
$400,000 across a 40 year working life.
New and innovative industries, including renewable and
efficient energy, information technologies and the electronic
arts and communications, are also driving the need for a new
generation of highly skilled, technically qualified workers.
The Commonwealth shares responsibility for training with
states and territories. Each state or territory manages its own
training system. The Commonwealth contributes around 30 per
cent of recurrent funding. It also has primary responsibility for
national regulation. It does not regulate all registered training
organisations in Victoria and Western Australia – only those
which also offer VET courses in another state or territory or to
overseas students. The size, complexity and diversity of VET
make national reform challenging.

The VET system has a key role in
skills development for industries that
are central to Australia’s economic
growth and prosperity. National
Centre for Vocational Education
Research (NCVER) surveys show that:
>> Consistently over half of all
employers use the VET system
to provide training for their
employees.
>> The greatest use of the VET
system is by employers in
the construction, public
administration and safety,
education and training, utilities,
and mining sectors.
>> This largely reflects growth in
employment and in numbers of
apprentices and trainees in these
industries.

In 2010 the VET system comprised of close to 5,000 training
providers, including 170 government owned institutions such as
TAFEs, around 500 community based adult education centres,
some 2,200 delivering privately funded training only and about
2,100 that are mostly privately owned and deliver a mix of
privately funded and publicly subsidised training.
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National reforms must also respond to the training
needs of students, who are equally diverse. Each
year around 1.8 million Australians are enrolled
in the publicly funded training system, including
many students studying in regional locations, people
who access training later in their working lives to
upskill or reskill and the bulk of apprentices and
trainees training to become Australia’s future trade
workforce. Many students are from backgrounds of
disadvantage or face learning barriers.
Importantly, reforms must respond to the needs
of Australia’s diverse industries and businesses.
In many sectors recent changes in work practices
and quality standards have led to increases in the
qualification levels required of entry level staff –
including in aged care and child care. For example
personal care or community care workers generally
have a qualification such as Certificate Level III or
IV in Aged Care, or Home and Community Care.
By 1 January 2014, child care educators will be
required to have (or be actively working towards)
a Certificate III in Early Childhood Education and
Care qualification (or equivalent) as a minimum
qualification requirement.
The introduction of a National Training Entitlement
will reinforce the strong support delivered through
the vocational education and training system to
Australian Apprentices and their employers to build
the skills required by our economy. Over 70 per cent
of Australian Apprentices currently in training are
working towards a certificate III qualification. Those
who choose to pursue qualifications at the diploma
and advanced diploma level will have access to
income-contingent loans to help them achieve
their goals.
In other industry sectors global advances in
technology are driving demand for highly skilled
technical and paraprofessional workers – including
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the advanced manufacturing and mining and clean energy
sectors. The one constant is that businesses of the future need
better trained, more highly qualified workers to compete in
the global economy. Seventy per cent of the new jobs created
over the next five years will require at least a certificate III
qualification. More than half of the new jobs will require a
diploma level qualification or higher.
The Commonwealth Government is committed to the reform
package, outlined here, that will respond to the needs of both
business and students. It will take this position to the states
and territories at the next meeting of COAG on
13 April 2012.

1.2 The need for a more dynamic national
training system
While the national training system still enjoys a reputation as
a world leader, our rapidly changing economy is increasingly
demanding a more highly skilled, innovative and flexible
workforce. This change means that the national training system
also needs to reform and be more responsive. Without reform,
Australia risks losing one of its best competitive advantages:
a world leading workforce.

More Australians should be able
to access the training they need
Economic modelling for Skills Australia suggests that
the number of employed people without a post-school
qualification will be the same or slightly lower in 2025 than it
was in 2010 – growth in low skilled jobs will effectively flat-line.
Australians without qualifications at this level have employment
rates of less than 60 per cent. Certificate III is the first level of
post-school qualification demonstrated to have a significant
impact on earnings and employment and, in some industries,
is emerging as the minimum qualification needed for entry
level jobs.
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What this means, is that people need a certificate III
qualification to be on a path to a rewarding career. More needs
to be done to upskill those who do not have a qualification at
this level and those who require foundation skills like literacy
and numeracy to complete higher level qualifications. These
Australians should all have the opportunity to access training,
up to at least certificate III level, to help them secure the skilled
jobs that will be a feature of the new Australian economy of the
21st Century.

Stronger support for high level VET qualifications
The demand for high level skills is growing sharply, at 2.5 times
the rate of unskilled jobs. Currently, full fee paying students
have access to income-contingent loans to cover their upfront
costs while students receiving a government subsidy face
upfront costs that can exceed $3,000 per year. In all but one
state, government subsidised students must find this money
before they can commence their training.
Expanding access to income-contingent loans (VET FEE-HELP)
for study in subsidised higher level courses will encourage
more students to pursue the more challenging and higher
cost qualifications; so they can reap the future benefits from
expected higher earnings. For example in 2009, an employee
with a diploma or advanced diploma earned, on average,
$1000 per week; whereas an employee with only a Year 12
Certificate earned less than $800 per week. It also means
greater investment in the training system from student fees
which will support the increased training effort needed in
Australia.
Higher education students have had access to incomecontingent loans for some years. Although the upfront cost of
subsidised VET study can be significantly lower than full fee
VET study or higher education, the upfront cost can still be a
significant burden for some students. Students that choose
higher level VET courses should no longer be disadvantaged
compared to those that choose a university pathway.

Up to 60,000 subsidised higher level VET
students could be assisted with student
loans each year.

The quality and performance of the national
training system needs to lift further
Growing competitive pressures in the economy
and the need for further reforms pose ongoing
challenges to maintaining high quality outcomes
in VET. Enabling students to access high quality
training will be central to the success of the
National Training Entitlement and expanded access
to VET FEE-HELP.
In recent years the Commonwealth Government
has led the push for national regulatory reform.
A new national regulator, the Australian Skills
Quality Authority (ASQA) has been established
and standards for training providers have been
strengthened. These reforms are expected to
address significant quality failings, especially
for some private providers delivering training to
international students. Stronger regulation will also
help to prevent these failings being experienced
by domestic Australian students.
While businesses and students generally report
a high degree of satisfaction with their VET
experience, a number of reviews have identified
quality as a key concern, especially in teaching and
assessment practices. There are also concerns
about the qualification level of the VET workforce,
and the future implications of its ageing.
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There is more to do to lift quality as the next phase
of reform is implemented. The quality of the
teaching workforce needs to be raised, and the
employer confidence in assessment practice needs
to be improved. In addition, public information
on the quality of different training providers needs
to be made readily available, so students and
employers can exercise informed choices on where
to access the high quality training they are seeking.

Disadvantaged Australians are less likely
to attain the qualifications needed for
employment
Vocational education is the engine room of social
and economic mobility in Australia.
Compared to higher education, VET has almost
double the proportion of students from low
socioeconomic backgrounds; triple the proportion
of students from non-English speaking background
homes; and five times the proportion of Indigenous
students. In addition, 42 per cent of VET students
are studying in regional Australia. Many of these
students are disadvantaged, and skills training
can help them attain stable and well paying jobs.
Further, more than four million employed people
and 360,000 unemployed people do not have
sufficiently high literacy skills to meet the complex
demands of everyday life and work.
To lift workforce participation among disadvantaged
Australians, the training system needs to support
them to get the skills needed for the jobs emerging
in our modern economy. Government subsidies and
support services should better assist disadvantaged
students so they can get decent work and reap the
financial and social benefits of employment. In future,
Commonwealth Government funding should support
improvements in training outcomes for disadvantaged
students and create stronger incentives for states and
territories to support these groups to participate in and
complete training, including at higher qualification
levels where jobs growth is strongest.
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Business and students need to be able to choose
the training that suits them
For businesses and students to make informed choices about
training, better and easily accessible information is needed on
courses, quality, prices, subsidies and incentives and student
outcomes. The emergence of skill shortages in some industries
also highlights the need for students to have better information
about the links between skills and employment pathways. This
would benefit not only the student and their immediate employer
but also the economy more broadly. To provide this level of
information will require governments to reform the information
that is collected and made publicly available, including on the
quality and performance of training providers; as well as how that
information is presented so it is accessible and comparable.
Around 5,000 training providers offer nationally recognised
training but with varying fees, varying levels of student
satisfaction and varying success in providing a pathway to
employment or further education or training. A lack of reliable
data means it can be difficult for an employer or an individual
to make an informed decision about which course or provider
best meets their needs. Governments also need more timely
access to data to ensure the training system is flexible and
responsive an able to meet employer and student needs.

Investment must respond to industry skill needs
Investment by governments is not fully matching the skills most
needed by employers, or that will deliver the best employment
and career outcomes for students. Businesses operating across
state and territory boundaries are burdened by inconsistencies
in regulatory and administrative requirements, such as for trade
apprentices. Some public training providers lack the autonomy
needed to tailor solutions to local business needs. Training
providers and state training systems struggle to respond quickly
enough to skill shortages and emerging skills needs. There
is some wastage in the system due to low completion rates
for qualifications – for every ten VET students that taxpayers
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invest in, only three finish their course of study and gain
a qualification.
Industry should be at the heart of the training system. Funding
for the national training system needs to be better targeted to
individuals who need skills to participate and be productive
in the labour market and to skills for which there is strong
business demand.
The National Workforce Development Fund, announced by
the government in the 2011–12 Budget, represents a new
approach to the Commonwealth Government’s funding of
skills training. The government is working in partnership with
industry to identify priority skill needs and develop effective
interventions that are industry-based, have the full involvement
of Industry Skills Councils and draw on co-investment by
industry itself to build or retrain the workforce of the future.
This partnership with industry will be further strengthened
once the new Australian Workforce and Productivity Agency
is established.

1.3 The economic opportunities
and imperatives for skills reform
Australia has long been a successful player in the global
economy. In part this is a result of successive governments’
commitment to getting the economic fundamentals right.
We are currently experiencing a period of unprecedented
economic change, both globally and locally, that is forcing the
transformation of the Australian economy. We are facing what
is often described as a patchwork or two-speed economy,
because some industries and regions are growing rapidly,
while others are finding it difficult to compete and remain
profitable in the current environment.
The government has already introduced many of the reforms
that are needed to respond to the patchwork economy, to
build a new Australian economy that is stronger and fairer.
These include significant policy reforms to support the shift to

clean energy technologies; investing in technology
infrastructure like the National Broadband Network
to support knowledge-based industries; major
business and personal tax reforms reducing
effective marginal tax rates; supporting increased
productivity by establishing a demand-driven
higher education system; supporting reforms to
the health system including introducing a national
efficient price for hospital services, reducing the red
tape facing business especially through the new
Business Advisory Forum to advise on deregulation;
and building better services and pathways
into employment to lift workforce participation.
These reforms are creating new opportunities for
enterprising Australian employers to build globally
competitive businesses in the growth industries of
the 21st century.
In response to the Commonwealth Government’s
reform agenda on taking office, COAG agreed
ambitious skills objectives by 2020 to:
>> double the number of higher level qualifications
completions (diploma or advanced diploma);
>> halve the proportion of Australians aged 20 to 64
years without a qualification at the certificate III
level or higher; and
>> increase the proportion of young Australians
aged 20 to 24 attaining a year 12 or equivalent
to 90 per cent by 2015 (with equivalence
measured as certificate II or above by 2015,
and certificate III or above by 2020).
Economic modelling by KPMG Econtech in 2010
identified that achieving all of the Government’s
skills objectives could lift Australia’s gross domestic
profit (GDP) by up to 2.6 per each year cent during
the period 2025 to 2040 and employment by 1.2
per cent over the same period, compared to what
would occur without the reforms.
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The government’s tertiary education
reforms are already lifting the quality
of skills training and have resulted
in record numbers of apprentices
(13.8 per cent higher in 2010 than
in 2007), higher level VET students
(40 per cent higher than in 2007)
and domestic higher education
enrolments (13 per cent higher
than in 2007).

Now, a new tranche of reforms is needed to provide Australia
with the skills base it needs for the new economy. According
to the independent skills and workforce advisory body, Skills
Australia, there is a structural mismatch in the Australian
labour force. Jobs for more highly skilled Australians are
growing at 2.5 times the rate of jobs created for lower skilled
employees but the pool of workers with the higher level skills
needed for these jobs is not keeping pace. The total demand
for certificate III, certificate IV and diploma qualifications is
projected to run at almost 330,000 per year.
High participation, high productivity, high quality, high value:
these are the challenges, and we need reforms to the way
we skill our workforce to help us meet them.

1.4 Building from a strong platform
of reform
An additional 2.1 million people
with VET qualifications will be
needed in the workforce by 2015
under a high growth scenario.
Access Economics Economic
Modelling of Skills Demand,
October 2009

Since 2007 the Commonwealth Government has increased
the Commonwealth investment in VET, introduced initiatives
to support skills development and workforce participation,
and committed to record investment in schools and
universities.
The Commonwealth’s increased investment has included
nearly $2 billion for the Productivity Places Program to skill
existing workers wanting to gain qualifications or upgrade their
skills, and job seekers needing skills to enter the workforce; an
increased investment of $780 million over the next four years
in foundation skills for jobseekers and workers; more than $2.5
billion over ten years for the Trade Training Centres in Schools
Program and $40.6 million for National Trade Cadetships over
four years; and the introduction of demand driven funding in
universities.
Over the three years to 2010-11 the Commonwealth
Government invested a total of $11.1 billion in the VET system,
compared with $7.2 billion over the last three years of the
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previous government. These figures include apprenticeship
incentives and VET in schools funding.
The Commonwealth Government also provided $6.48
billion for the Education Investment Fund for renewal and
refurbishment of infrastructure in universities and vocational
training institutions. The government has spent $496.9 million
on teaching and learning capital expenditure in the public
vocational training system between 2007 and 2011.
In 2009 the Commonwealth Government also led the
introduction of a national VET regulator – the Australian Skills
Quality Authority – and a new VET quality standards body – the
National Skills Standards Council – to improve the quality and
consistency of VET regulation and delivery across Australia.
Building on these reforms, in the 2011–12 Budget the
Commonwealth Government introduced a number of new
measures to reinforce the place of industry at the heart of
the national training system:
>> the National Workforce Fund ($558 million over four years)
to support training and workforce development, focused on
training in areas of acute skills pressure and occupations in
high demand;
>> an Australian Workforce and Productivity Agency to build
on the work of Skills Australia, including an additional
$25 million to increase the government’s engagement
with employer and employee bodies and associations and
strengthen advice to the government on industry workforce
planning; and

Alongside these industry-focused measures,
additional reforms have been put in place to
strengthen the apprenticeship system, including:
>> the $100 million Accelerated Australian
Apprenticeships Package to support the delivery
of high quality, competency-based trade
progression and apprenticeship completions;
>> $101 million for more effective support through
mentoring and pastoral care for apprentices and
employers, better advice to help people choose
the right Australian Apprenticeship and the
appointment of Ambassadors to raise the profile
of Australian Apprenticeships in the community.
The skills reform agenda will deliver significant
benefits for apprentices and trainees, including
through high quality training and providing more
transparent information about training opportunities.
Current legislative and regulatory differences across
states and territories inhibit the mobility of labour
and consistency of training. The reforms being
progressed will lead to national consistency of
the Australian Apprenticeships system delivering
more efficiency, including through greater
flexibility in the management of labour resources.
National employers will have one set of Australian
Apprenticeships arrangements to manage,
rather than multiple.

>> Australian Government Skills Connect, a new service
designed to help link eligible Australian enterprises with
skills and workforce development programs, providing
a gateway for employers to access information, support
and funding that meets their unique business or industry
training and workforce development needs.
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Another key investment is the $242.6 million the Australian
Government has provided for Industry Skills Councils and
associated entities between 2008 and 2014 to support
their role in the development of national skill standards and
provision of industry advice especially in relation to workforce
development and skill needs.
Together, these initiatives respond to requests from industry
and union partners to improve linkages between skills
funding and industry needs. They are also a key part of the
government’s emphasis on increasing workplace productivity
in Australia.

All places under the National Training Entitlement
will be government subsidised, making it more
affordable. The number of skilled workers with a
certificate III qualification will increase, helping
businesses to recruit the workforce they need to
deliver high quality products and services. The
entitlement will also foster greater choice and
competition in the training sector, making the
national training system more responsive to the
needs of business and students.
The details of how the entitlement works and the
value of the government subsidy may vary from
state to state. States may also offer a higher level of
training access if they wish. However, all states will
guarantee access to subsidised training for at least a
certificate III qualification.

1.5 The skills reform proposal
To meet the economic challenges and opportunities facing
the country and to build on the reforms in place, the
Commonwealth Government will ask all states and territories
at COAG in 2012 to agree sweeping reforms to the national
training system.
The reforms will see training opened up for people without
qualifications, the removal of cost barriers at higher
qualification levels, a focus on higher quality, and improved
training outcomes, including the completion of qualifications,
for disadvantaged students.
States and territories will have flexibility to design
and implement the reforms so they are tailored to the
needs of their local businesses and to suit their own local
training systems.

Skilling more Australians – a National
Training Entitlement
A National Training Entitlement will guarantee working
age Australians access to qualifications that improve their
employment prospects, up to their first certificate III.
Access to a certificate I or II course – or to language, literacy
or numeracy courses if they lead to a certificate III – will also
be included in the guarantee.

Reduced upfront costs for students
and more investment in training – expanded
access to income-contingent loans
All students studying government subsidised
diplomas and advanced diplomas will for the first
time have access to HECS-style loans. This will
help students to cover the upfront costs of study at
this level – which can exceed $3,000 a year. The
government will pay the upfront costs of the course
as a loan and students will not have to repay the
loan until they have secured a good job with enough
income to allow them to make gradual repayments
(currently an income of $47,196 per year). Upfront
fees will no longer be a barrier to these students,
leading to a larger pool of highly qualified graduates
for business, and more private investment in the
national training system. With the options this
provides for students to better manage the impacts
of upfront costs for high level study, states will
have greater capacity to manage demand and
cost-recovery arrangements and to fund additional
training activity at lower levels through the National
Training Entitlement.
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Improved quality – better outcomes
from greater investment
Employers and students who use the VET system
will have increased confidence in the quality and
consistency of vocational training through: new
procedures to provide independent validation of
the assessments that underpin the awarding of VET
qualifications; strategies to ensure the TAFE system
– a major provider of high quality training – remains
strong and resilient through the implementation
of the reforms; and improvements to the quality of
the VET workforce. Information on the quality of
providers will be published to allow students and
employers to select the provider that offers the high
quality training they are seeking. Governments will
also work together to ensure only high quality and
financially viable VET providers are approved for
expanded loan arrangements. This will ensure that
the significant investment by all governments in skills
development delivers the high quality skills needed to
meet the needs of business and the economy.

Greater labour market participation – better
support for disadvantaged Australians
Australians who face barriers to learning or
employment will have improved access to
training and qualifications. This includes groups
such as early school leavers, workers needing
to reskill, students with literacy and numeracy
difficulties, long-term unemployed, students
experiencing financial disadvantage, Indigenous
students and students with disability. In turn,
this will improve their employment and earnings
prospects. Commonwealth Government funding
will be provided to states and territories to improve
outcomes for disadvantaged students who need
support to participate in and complete training.
More Australians will have the chance to obtain the
skills to achieve stable and well paid employment,
supporting the government’s strong participation
agenda. For employers, this will expand the pool
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of qualified people available for employment to grow their
businesses. It will also help to reduce pressure for wages growth
by helping to reduce skill shortages, whether through direct
employment in these jobs or by backfilling existing workers who
go on to develop those skills more in demand.

More informed choice – better information for
businesses and students
Better information will make the national training system more
transparent and easier to access. Employers and students will
be able to make informed choices and have greater confidence
in the provider they select. Students will be able to choose the
courses that will give them skills in demand, improving their
employment and earnings prospects. A new national My Skills
website will provide an on-line database to inform students and
employers about their training options, including information
about training providers, courses, training outcomes, fees
and other costs and government subsidies. It will have links
to information about jobs in the local labour market. Students
will be able to access information about their training record
from a single authoritative source using their Unique Student
Identifier. This will help students easily keep track of their
qualifications and training as they upskill and reskill throughout
their career. It will also establish the basis for better analysis by
government to support the allocation of training funds, leading
to improved accountability and transparency.

Better value for money – a more efficient national
training system
Collectively, the reforms will lead to improved efficiency in the
national training system through better training outcomes,
higher completion rates, more high level qualifications,
improvements to accountability and transparency, and
improved confidence in quality.

We are looking to lift the number of
qualifications completed and are negotiating
with the states and territories for additional
completions of around 375,000.

Overview

1.6 Where we will be in five years time and
the practical steps to get there
By 2017-18, the Australian Government’s sweeping reforms
will result in a more effective national training system that
supports a stronger and fairer Australian economy.
>> Working age Australians will be well informed about labour
market needs, what skills they need and how to get these
skills throughout their working lives. People will be able to
go to a single website, My Skills, to find out key information
on training courses and training providers, including price
and quality information.
>> Businesses will be confident that training providers
and policy makers understand their skill needs and
requirements. Skills development and utilisation will be
integral to business workforce planning and development.
>> Students will be entitled to a training place up to their first
certificate III and will be able to track the training they have
done using their Unique Student Identifier.
>> Students studying diplomas and advanced diplomas will
not have to pay upfront course fees. Instead they will be
able to take out a fee-free loan and start to repay it only
once their annual income reaches a significant threshold
(currently at least $47,196).
>> Training providers that access government subsidised
training places will have to meet more rigorous quality
standards. Training providers will be subject to independent
validation of their assessments. Public providers will
continue to deliver high quality trades training, provide
excellent support for disadvantaged students and provide
training across regional and remote Australia.

>> The national training system will be more
flexible and responsive to the needs of industry,
able to address skill shortages as they emerge
and support the higher levels of workforce
participation and availability of high level skills
needed to drive the new Australian economy.
Such major structural changes to the way Australia
skills its workforce will take several years to fully
implement, and require detailed plans to be worked
out with state and territory governments.
The key milestones for 2012 will be the launch
of phase one of the My Skills website and agreement
between governments on targets to improve
outcomes for disadvantaged students and strategies
to improve the teaching workforce and support
a strong and competitive public training provider
network. The following two years will see full
implementation of the National Training Entitlement
to a certificate III training place, full implementation
of the Unique Student Identifier and conduct of trials
of external validation of assessments.
The final steps in this plan will see full
implementation of income-contingent loans for
higher vocational qualifications, full functionality
of the My Skills website, and the widespread
application of independent, external assessment
of the qualifications offered by providers.
A review of the reforms will be undertaken by the
end of June 2015 to allow governments to assess
their impact, particularly the transparency measures
and state reforms to the funding of training. An
Expert Panel to be established in 2015 will consider
data and evidence from which the Commonwealth
and states and territories can consider and plan
future funding arrangements.
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Global and domestic pressures
are causing accelerated structural
change in the Australian economy.
The rise of Asia, the terms of trade
boom; ageing of the population
and increasing demand for
health and social services; rapidly
advancing technology; and the
shift to a clean energy economy
as a result of climate change are
all changing the face of business
in Australia.
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2.1 A resilient Australian economy –
well prepared for the challenges ahead
The Australian economy is the envy of the
developed world.
We have had a stunning 20 years of continuous
economic growth. Our economy is nearly six per
cent larger today than it was in March 2008 before
the global financial crisis, while many developed
economies have not yet returned to pre crisis levels
of output.
Many economies continue to face significant
difficulties, with weak growth and unsustainable
fiscal positions. Mass unemployment is blighting
millions of European lives. More than 23 million men
and women are unemployed in the European Union,
5.5 million people under the age of 25. In Spain, the
unemployment rate is over 20 per cent. Australia’s
unemployment rate is around half that of the euro
zone, and significantly less than the United States of
America and United Kingdom (Figure 1).
Australian net debt is forecast to peak at
8.9 per cent of GDP in 2011-12. By comparison,
the average net debt of the major advanced
economies (G7) is projected to reach 92.9 per cent
of GDP in 2016, more than 10 times higher than
the expected peak in Australia’s net debt (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Unemployment rates selected economies
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Figure 2: General Government net debt selected
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It is well known that Asia’s demand for our mining
output – together with the domestic investment to
expand our mineral capacity – has lifted the demand
for our currency, with its value up almost 60 per
cent against the US dollar since 2009. It is a striking
development in our economic history that, in a
period of global uncertainty, the Australian currency
is holding its value. There is growing evidence that
the best explanation for this is confidence.
This confidence is based on the government’s
commitment to return the budget to surplus, to
maintain our AAA credit rating, and to provide a safe
and strong environment for investment in the future
of the Australian economy.

Australia’s ability to benefit from the increased prosperity of
Asia is due to a number of factors – our proximity, our natural
resource endowments, and our strong institutions. The same
factors will underpin Australia’s relationship with Asia well into
the future.
These global forces are likely to be long-lasting, with Asia
expected fundamentally to transform the international
economic and geopolitical landscape. Although emerging
Asia’s share of global GDP has increased dramatically, there
remains considerable potential for catch-up in GDP per capita
compared to advanced economies.
As Asian countries continue to develop and build large middle
classes, global spending patterns will change. Australia is well
placed to access growing markets for food, energy, education,
tourism and other high value added goods and services.

2.2 The Asian century
In 20 years, China and India have almost trebled
their share of the global economy. These shifts
are fuelling strong demand for Australian resource
commodities, pushing their prices to record levels.
High commodity prices have helped drive the dollar
to post-float highs.
The re-emergence of Asia has already had a strong
impact on the Australian economy. A decade ago,
Australia’s most important trading partners were
largely in the developed world, although much
of our merchandise trade was already oriented
towards Asia. Today, China, Japan, the Republic
of Korea, India and our Association of Southeast
Asian Nations neighbours absorb around three
quarters of our merchandise exports and supply
half our imports. Similarly, nine of the top ten source
countries for international students in Australia and
over half of the top 15 visitor countries to Australia in
2010–11 were from the Asian region.

Figure 3: Projections of middle class people
in the Asia Pacific
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2.3 The new Australian economy
Structural change
Strong Asian growth is already driving changes in Australian
industries and regions, creating opportunities and challenges.
As higher commodity prices and incomes flow through
the economy, opportunities are created across different
industries and regions. Many jobs are being created in mining,
construction and related sectors and, for example mining
employment has grown by 10 per cent on average since
2001–02. Shareholders of mining and related companies
have also seen higher share prices, increasing their wealth.
At the same time, the strong dollar is placing pressure on
businesses that face international competition and who are
not connected to the resources sector. Some sectors are
doing it tough. The level of the dollar – and the pace of its rise
– has broken some business models and forced economic
restructuring. It is already been behind some firm closures
and job losses.
But we should remember that it is Australia’s success that is
driving the appreciation of the dollar. In turn, the strength of the
dollar is driving change. This change is making our economy
leaner and stronger, is it forcing Australian businesses to move
more of their effort – more money, more equipment, more
people – into the sectors of our economy where the greatest
returns are generated. Sometimes this will see jobs swapped
for new technology and more sophisticated capital equipment.
Some workers will need to have the courage to work with
change and take new opportunities to acquire new skills.

better support for
disadvantaged Australians

Tax reform
Modernising the tax system is one way that the
government is helping to spread the benefits of
strong growth in Asia, to smooth the effects of
structural change and to create the incentives to
invest for future growth. Our changes to the tax
system have been endorsed by the International
Monetary Fund, which last year welcomed the
progress already made in tax reform, including
reducing the company tax rate, taxing some mineral
resource rents, reducing effective marginal tax rates
and reducing the complexity of the tax system.
The government will use revenues from the minerals
resource rent tax to spread the benefits of the
mining boom across the country. Mining profits
have trebled in the past six years; our mineral
resources are finite and owned by all Australians.
The mining tax will ensure all Australians get a fair
share of the proceeds of the mining boom including
through investment in much needed infrastructure.
The mining tax will provide tax breaks to promote
new investment in Australia’s 2.7 million small
businesses and will improve small business cash
flows by enabling them to immediately write-off
assets they purchase for their business, rather than
depreciating these assets over time. In addition, the
government will use these revenues to boost the
retirement savings of 8.4 million workers. Workers
will also benefit when their tax-free thresholds rise
from $6,000 to $18,200 from 1 July 2012.
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The internet’s contribution to the
Australian economy will grow by
some seven per cent per annum
to reach $7 billion by 2016, double
the rate of growth for the economy
as a whole.
Deloitte Access Economics 2011
Morgan Stanley predicts that the
online share of total sales will
increase by almost 80 per cent
between 2011 and 2015, to be
worth some $25 billion.
Productivity Commission 2011

In addition to the minerals resource rent tax, and following
on from the October 2011 Tax Forum, the government
is reviewing business taxation to see how to best reward
innovation and help our businesses adapt, change and
seize new opportunities. This includes looking at the tax
treatment of losses, to give more help to businesses that are
struggling in our two speed economy. Through the research
and development (R&D) Tax Incentive the government is
supporting business innovation and encouraging industry to
conduct research and development in the technologies for
tomorrow’s economy.
At the Tax Forum last year the government committed to
continue its work to modernise the Australian tax system.
Reform of State taxes will assist the Australian economy by
reducing barriers to labour mobility and housing affordability.
Improved governance of the tax system, through a Tax System
Advisory Board, will also ensure that the Australian economy
continues to be supported by a world leading tax system.
The government also continues its commitment to reducing
complexity for small businesses and will identify further ways to
streamline small business interaction with the tax system.

New technology
Technology and its supporting infrastructure will also continue
to drive innovation and economic growth. Over the past
decade we have seen significant growth in internet usage and
the emergence of the rapidly growing global digital economy.
Cisco predicts that global online traffic will grow at a compound
annual growth rate of 32 per cent from 2010 to 2015.
Outdated infrastructure would choke opportunities for
our economy and would leave us lagging behind the rest
of the world. We need to have the infrastructure for a
modern economy.
To ensure Australia is positioned to meet the demands of the
future and take advantage of the opportunities of the digital
economy, the government is investing $27.5 billion in the
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National Broadband Network, which will deliver
high-speed broadband to Australian homes, schools
and businesses.
This will support businesses to drive productivity
improvements, expand their customer base and
support jobs growth. In an economy like ours,
one more broadband line per 100 people raises
productivity by 0.1 per cent.
By investing in the National Broadband Network,
the government is putting in place the essential
underlying infrastructure that positions Australia
to take advantage of the digital economy.
We are yet to realise the full potential of high speed
broadband. We know there are significant benefits
right now to a fibre network, but we are also setting
the foundations in Australia for a time when the
technology takes off, bringing opportunities and
benefits that we cannot fully appreciate now.

To boost renewable and other clean energy generation, under
the Clean Energy Future plan the government will assist the
commercialisation and deployment of clean technologies
through the $10 billion Clean Energy Finance Corporation;
research, development and commercialisation of renewable
energy through the $3.2 billion Australian Renewable Energy
Agency; and research and development of clean technologies
through the $200 million Clean Technology Innovation Program.
The government’s Renewable Energy Target will ensure that
20 per cent of Australia’s electricity supply will come from
renewable sources by 2020. In terms of economic output, the
renewable energy sector, excluding hydroelectricity, is modelled
to be 25 times larger in 2050 than in 2010. Renewable energy
will grow from 10 per cent of generation capacity today to
40 per cent in 2050 (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Sources of electricity generation in a clean
energy future scenario
Per cent

Clean growth
The government’s Clean Energy Future plan creates
a generational change in the way our economy
operates, again creating vast new opportunities.
Under the Clean Energy Future plan, renewable
energy will grow from 10 per cent of generation
capacity today to 40 per cent in 2050. The plan will
drive innovation across the economy while reducing
pollution. From 1 July 2012, around 500 of the
biggest polluting companies in Australia will be
required to pay for their pollution through a carbon
price. The resulting transformation of the energy
sector will drive around $100 billion in investments
in the renewables sector over the period to 2050,
during which its economic output is anticipated to
grow by 25 times.
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Skills and training drivers: the
electro-technology communications
and energy utilities sector.
An environmental scan by the energy
utilities Industry Skills Council
identifies there are five key influences
shaping workforce development and
training needs in this sector:
>> New technologies and work
practices
>> Energy infrastructure
development and maintenance
>> System integration
>> Demand for technical knowledge
and skills
>> Technical and safety regulation.
The new jobs coming from clean
energy, retrofitting, the National
Broadband Network and smart
systems bring with them the
need for high level skills and
qualifications.
In addition to trades and professional
occupations, skills shortages are
reported in 37 technical occupations
across the sector.
ElectroComms 2011
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2.4 A high quality, high tech, clean
and innovative new economy
The Australian economy is facing major, generational
change driven by the Asian century, new technology,
and the shift to a low carbon economy.
But change is not new. Each year, 300,000
businesses close down and 300,000 new ones
start up. And each year, around a million workers
change jobs, a quarter of these workers also change
industries. The modern Australian economy is
continually adapting to change. This is why flexibility
is valued so highly – because we can never predict
exactly what the global economy or some new
technology will deliver next. The challenge is to
manage the transition and to include all Australians
in the opportunities which change can create.
The resilience and strength of Australian industry
will depend on the ability of firms to adapt quickly
to change and to meet new challenges and capture
emerging opportunities.
Australian businesses will need increasingly to
compete on quality rather than just on price. This
means that Australian industry needs to move higher
up the value chain. Successful firms in the future
will be producing high value-added, low volume
products, and bundling products and services to sell
solutions, rather than simply tangible products.

Australian businesses will need the capacity to embrace
technological and business process innovations to provide
competitive advantage in a global market place. They will need
to have ready access to knowledge and world class capabilities
that support rapid adaption to changing market needs,
tapping into innovative practices and building sustainable and
profitable partnerships both domestically and globally. Firms
will need continually to improve efficiency and productivity,
optimising the use of capital. A 2009 report by Access
Economics estimated that the adoption of smart technologies
in electricity, irrigation, health, transport and broadband could
add more than 70 000 jobs to the economy by 2014 and
increase GDP by 1.5 per cent over the next decade.
From a strong base, the government will continue to play a role
in the transformation into a new economy. There is a key role
for government in managing the transformation process and
maximising the opportunities for all Australians to participate in
meaningful and productive work. The best way for government
to respond to the changing Australian economy is to create
the conditions, and help build the capabilities, for business to
succeed. We must do this by improving productivity and firm
competitiveness to help business make the most of change.
The government’s strategy is to ensure the new economy
is prosperous and fair, creative and skilled; where mining
and manufacturing industries flourish and services continue
to innovate and grow.
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The government is taking actions on a range of
fronts to help build flexibility and strengthen the
capabilities of firms, as well as facilitate access to
new markets and opportunities. We are fostering
innovation, creating new technology opportunities
through the National Broadband Network,
promoting new clean production processes and
products and changing the tax system to support
our new economy.
To build on the solid foundation created since the
2009 announcement of the government’s Powering
Ideas ten year innovation agenda, the government:
>> created a Taskforce, chaired by the Prime
Minister, on the future of the manufacturing
industry, which will map out a shared vision for
the future of Australia’s manufacturing sector
and help firms move up the value chain by
innovating and building skills;
>> consolidated a range of programs under the
Buy Australian at Home and Abroad initiative to
improve coordination of policies which support
industry access to major projects;
>> further strengthened the successful
Commercialisation Australia program; and
>> is helping to develop linkages and networks
between business, the research community
and government through initiatives such as
the Australian Research Council Industrial
Transformation Scheme, which will leverage
private and international investment in
key industries.
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2.5 High-skill jobs are a key feature
of the new economy
If we are to make the most of the opportunities created by
changes in Asian societies and economies, technological
change and the greening of the Australian economy, we need
to have the skills for the jobs of the future. Jobs will be created
which do not exist now and existing jobs will require new skills.
Australian businesses are turning in increasing numbers to
highly qualified workers to expand their businesses. A skilled
workforce enables them to compete on quality and move
higher up the value chain, to develop innovative products and
services, and embrace the latest technological and business
process innovations. They recognise that skills are fundamental
to lift their productivity and compete in a global market place.
In the short term, the occupations expected to provide the
largest number of new jobs are electricians, registered nurses,
carers of the aged and disabled, general clerks and child care
workers. The opportunities to work in these fields without
qualifications and skills in new technologies are shrinking.
Despite the traditional job titles, the technical demands and
skill requirements of these jobs have changed dramatically.
In the medium and longer term, competitive pressures – as
employers navigate a complex mix of supply costs and market
opportunities – will mean that all employees will be subjected
to the demands of new systems and technologies. The need to
combine new operational skills with communication, teamwork
and decision-making skills will intensify. The flexibility and
resilience to change jobs, apply skills in different contexts and
go on learning will be essential.

Skills for labour market participation
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Figure 5: The changing need for skills in the Australian labour market –
skill levels of jobs held by employed Australians
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Data source: ABS Labour Force, Australia, Detailed, Quarterly (cat. no. 6291.0.55.003) Nov 2011, occupations
recoded to ANZSCO skill levels.

The need to innovate and improve productivity will be felt in
all parts of our economy, pushing businesses to invest in new
systems, equipment and processes. This will be as true for the
café on the corner if the cost of importing coffee is higher or
the local delivery contractor if the cost of petrol stays high, as
it will be for the high-end niche manufacturer or the multinational company. And none of these businesses will survive
if they do not invest in skills.
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In relation to VET qualifications the projected demand for
skills is 2.1 million in the five years to 2015, with a projected
supply of 1.6 million – leaving a shortfall of half a million VET
qualifications across the economy.

As the economy changes, new opportunities will
open up, requiring us to re-skill existing workers
as they move from sectors in decline to those
experiencing growth. Along with specialist skills,
these workers will need strong basic skills and an
ability to quickly adapt and pick up new skills, to
make the most of new opportunities.
Similarly, ongoing growth in Asian countries and the
development of their middle classes will create huge
growth and new opportunities in a range of high
quality goods and services, in education, financial
services, design and high-tech manufacturing.
If Australia does not take part in this growth
opportunity, we might find Asian countries are filling
these markets without us as they grow.
Skills and educational achievement levels have
direct links to participation and income for
individuals and, by extension, national productivity
and output – or GDP.
In 2011, some 86 per cent of people with a nonschool qualification were in the labour force,
compared to only 69 per cent of those without one.
It has been estimated that in the five years to 2015,
Australia will need an additional 3.8 million skilled
workers with post school qualifications, including
higher education and VET, to meet the needs of the
growing economy. By contrast the supply of skills
is projected to be 2.7 million, leaving a 1.1 million
shortfall. This includes replacing the significant
number of retiring baby boomers as our population
ages.
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The Productivity Commission has estimated that achieving
COAG’s ambitious targets for skills attainment targets by 2020
could increase workforce participation by around one per cent
and GDP by around 1.3 per cent once all benefits are realised.
However, it notes additional effort will be needed to achieve
these targets.
The National Broadband Network and carbon pricing will also
create new opportunities, in IT, retail, marketing, engineering,
energy efficient production processes, and science. A range of
existing jobs will change in nature, like plumbers and electricians
learning to work with renewable energy sources.
The ageing of the population will create significant
opportunities for both businesses and workers in the health,
retirement and aged care services.
Figure 6 illustrates the occupations requiring a VET
qualification that are expected to experience the strongest
employment growth over the next five years. For example, an
additional 58,900 electricians are expected to be employed,
which means there is expected to be an annual growth rate of
6.8 per cent.

Skills for labour market participation

Figure 6: The 20 VET level occupations which are expected
to grow most strongly over the five years to 2015–16
Occupation

Percentage
growth per
annum to
2015-16

Employment
growth to
2015–16 (‘000)

Electricians

6.8

58.9

Aged and Disabled Carers

6.3

46.7

General Clerks

3.1

31.5

Child Carers

4.8

30.6

Contract, Program and
Project Administrators

4.9

28.0

Waiters

4.0

26.4

Retail Managers

2.1

26.1

Plumbers

5.1

26.0

Drillers, Miners and Shot
Firers

8.8

22.8

Accounting Clerks

3.0

22.4

Nursing Support and
Personal Care Workers

4.7

22.0

Carpenters and Joiners

3.2

20.8

Chefs

4.2

17.3

Welfare Support Workers

5.5

16.3

Receptionists

1.6

15.2

Earthmoving Plant
Operators

4.6

14.2

Real Estate Sales Agents

2.8

13.7

Truck Drivers

1.5

12.8

Gardeners

2.9

10.0

Architectural, Building &
Surveying Technicians

3.0

9.7
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High quality business outputs, high skill levels,
underpinned by strong basic skills and flexibility will
be the key to making the most of the advantages
offered by the new Australian economy.
High participation, high productivity, high quality,
and high value: the keys to economic prosperity.

Data source: 2011 DEEWR employment projections to 2016
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A National Training Entitlement
will improve access to training for
students wanting to gain their first
certificate III qualification.
National Training Entitlement – what the Commonwealth is seeking:
>> The first ever guarantee for all Australians from post school to age pension age
to have access to a government subsidised training place for a first certificate
III qualification so that more Australians can participate in building a modern,
advanced economy. Students can access the entitlement through any training
provider approved by the relevant state or territory to deliver publicly subsidised
training.
>> Students will also be able to access foundation skills training necessary
to complete the certificate III qualification, such as language, literacy and
numeracy training.
>> While student fees charged for study may be different in different jurisdictions,
all states and territories will have appropriate concessions in place so that
disadvantaged students do not face additional financial barriers to study.
>> Students who are clients of Job Services Australia and Disability Employment
Services providers will pay the same fees as other students and will benefit from
any relevant concessions applicable to them.
>> Students must meet the relevant entry criteria for the course, and must not
already have a qualification at certificate III or higher.
>> Access to a particular course will be subject to the availability of training places
in the relevant location.
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Jobs in Australia are changing and
a certificate III qualification is emerging
as the minimum qualification needed
to achieve a rewarding career.
Already, entry level positions in growing sectors such as aged
care, child care, transport and logistics increasingly require
higher minimum qualifications such as a certificate III. On
average, wages for people without a certificate III qualification
are at least around $180 per week lower than for those with
a certificate III or above qualification (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Mean weekly earnings in current main job by education attainment 2009
Year 10 or below
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Source: ABS 6278.0 Education and training experience customised report – Employees aged 15 years and over, excluding owner managers of incorporated enterprises
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Unemployment rates are also significantly higher for people
with lower level skills (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: Unemployment rate by qualification level
Certificate III or above
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All working age Australians
without at least a certificate III
qualification should be entitled to
a government subsidy to train for
the jobs available in an advanced
economy
As part of its $1.75 billion offer to the states
and territories to reform the training system, the
Commonwealth is asking states and territories
to introduce an entitlement to training for
anyone of working age without a certificate III or
higher qualification.

6.0

4.0

At a minimum, the National Training Entitlement
will give every Australian older than compulsory
secondary school age and younger than aged
pension age (currently 64 and rising to 67 by
2023) the right to access:

2.0

Source: ABS 6227.0 Survey of Education and Work, 2001–2011.
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>> government subsidised training for their first
certificate III qualification if they meet the
relevant entry criteria for the course;
>> government subsidised training for
certificate I and certificate II qualifications
where these courses are components of the
certificate III training; and
>> foundation skills training, such as language,
literacy and numeracy training, if they need
this training to prepare for training at the
certificate III level.
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Certificate III is the first level of
post-school qualification shown to
have a significant positive impact
on a person’s employment and
earnings. It is also the typical
qualification level for entry into
growing industries such as aged
care, child care, hospitality and
small business.

Photo by Andrew Sikorski, supplied courtesy of the
Australian Government Department of Education,
Employment and Workplace Relations
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States and territories may choose to go beyond this minimum
guarantee, for example, to expand the entitlement beyond
certificate III or to make the entitlement available to people who
already have a qualification at certificate III or higher.

The introduction of a National Training Entitlement
is a major reform to the national training system
and states and territories are expected to have it
implemented by 2013–14.

The National Training Entitlement will be simple to access.
States and territories will publish details of all providers who
are approved to offer the National Training Entitlement in
their jurisdiction. Students will be able to go to any of these
approved providers to enrol in a certificate III (or associated
certificate I, certificate II or foundation skills course).

As a result of this reform

All places offered under the National Training Entitlement will
be government-subsidised. While subsidies vary significantly
from state to state, and according to the course studied, the
government subsidy can be as high as $7,800 per student
for some courses. Disadvantaged students may also receive
additional subsidies to help with the costs of training not
covered by the National Training Entitlement.
Like all students, people accessing the National Training
Entitlement will need to meet course entry and eligibility
requirements, and to check that there are places available
at the time they wish to enrol.
States will be encouraged to offer a higher level of entitlement
than the national minimum, where this is affordable and able
to be managed. The Victorian Training Guarantee and the
South Australian Skills For All reforms from mid 2012 already
go beyond this. However, at a minimum, all states will be
asked to offer an entitlement to at least the first certificate III
qualification.
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>> All Australians without entry level qualifications,
whether they are just starting out in the workforce
or have been working for some time, will have
the opportunity to get government subsidised
vocational training, leading to a qualification that
will enhance their employment opportunities.
>> Affordable training at certificate III level will
be more accessible.
>> Businesses will have access to more skilled
workers with a certificate III qualification.
>> The national training system will become
more responsive to the needs of students
and businesses, rather than governments
determining the supply of training courses.

National
Skilling more Australians aTraining
Entitlement

Sarah’s story
Getting a place in a training course to change direction*

Sarah is a 29 year old single mum with two children in primary
school. Since having the girls, she has found she likes caring
for people and has been thinking about a career in nursing,
but she isn’t qualified to get into the course.
The factory where Sarah has a part time office job has
announced staff cutbacks so Sarah needs to turn her
thoughts into actions. There aren’t many office jobs in her
area. In fact there aren’t many jobs for people without specific
skills or qualifications.
She sees that there are a lot of options if you work in aged care
and her first aid skills from the factory could be useful, but
these jobs also need a qualification.
After talking to her friends and doing a few internet searches,
Sarah uses the My Skills website to compare training providers
and finds several in her area that offer a Certificate III in Aged
Care. They have various attendance options so she could work
it in with picking the girls up from school.

to a government subsidised training place for a
certificate III. One of the providers can offer her a
subsidised place and the government subsidy will
cover most of the cost of the training. Sarah has
done some office equipment training courses but
nothing that adds up to a certificate III qualification,
so this is a real plus.
The aged care course can lead to qualifications
in health studies, such as health assistance and
enrolled nursing, so Sarah can do further training
when the girls are in high school.
Sarah enrols: she now sees a very different future
for herself and her family.
* Possible scenario once the reforms are in place

Even better, Sarah’s state government has implemented the
National Training Entitlement and she finds she is entitled
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Forward

Chapter:
FOUR
Reduced
upfront costs
for students
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Expanding access to
income-contingent loans will
mean that upfront fees are no
longer a barrier to students taking
up a government subsidised
place in a VET diploma or
advanced diploma course and
will also increase private
investment in training.
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Reduced upfront costs for students

Expanded access to income-contingent
loans – what the Commonwealth is seeking
>> Students wanting to gain higher level skills will
be able to apply for a loan to cover the cost of
upfront fees for government subsidised diploma
and advanced diploma courses. This will help
overcome a significant upfront fee barrier that can
exceed $3,000 per year. Students will only have
to start repaying the loan when they begin to earn
a good salary (currently $47,196 per year).
>> Governments will work together to ensure
only high quality and financially viable VET
providers are approved for the expanded loan
arrangements.
>> An increasing number of students able to access
income-contingent loans, enabling increased
investment in the VET sector and allowing
governments to expand the number of publicly
subsidised training places on offer.

Reducing the upfront costs of higher
level courses
Completing higher level qualifications can lead to
better employment and wages. For example in
2009, a person with a diploma or advanced diploma
earned, on average, $1000 per week; whereas
someone with only a Year 12 certificate earned less
than $800 per week.
The supply of graduates with high level qualifications
is not keeping up with growth in business demand,
as demonstrated by the emergence of skill shortages
in some industries. All governments have agreed

expanded access to
income-contingent loans

on the importance of raising the skill level of the Australian
population. One of the barriers to increasing the numbers of
these graduates is the cost of study.
Currently, VET students who take up a publicly subsidised
place in diploma and advanced diploma courses can face
significant upfront fees that can exceed $3,000 per year. Often
these fees need to be paid at a time in their lives when they
can least afford it. Many of the people who would most benefit
from the training are the least likely to be able to pay upfront
costs. This includes those who are earning little (because they
are studying, unemployed or in casual employment) and young
people who rely on their parents for income.
VET FEE-HELP operates differently across jurisdictions.
>> Only Victorian students are able to access the ‘study now
and pay later’ arrangements for government subsidised
diplomas and advanced diplomas. To date more than
22,000 students in Victoria have taken up these loans to
enable them to study.
>> The Commonwealth and South Australian Governments
recently announced that South Australian students will have
similar access in the near future, subject to the passage
of legislation.
>> Students in other parts of Australian can only access
income-contingent loans when they enrol in certain full fee
paying diploma and advanced diploma courses.

More students could study higher level
courses if they were more affordable
The Commonwealth Government wants to expand access to
VET FEE-HELP income-contingent loans to students taking
up government-subsidised places in diploma and advanced
diploma courses in all states and territories. It has focussed on
these higher level qualifications because they have a link to
higher earnings, and over a person’s working life, an investment
in training to upgrade their skills could be worth as much as
$400, 000.
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Students are not required to start repaying the loan
until their income is above a set threshold, currently
$47,196 (see Figure 9). This is why it is called an
‘income-contingent loan’. Any student who does not
reach this threshold amount will not be required to
repay the loan. Offering ‘study now and pay later’
arrangements to students studying government
subsidised diplomas and advanced diplomas will put
VET students on a par with university students, who
have been able to access these benefits for years.
If all states and territories agree to the
Commonwealth’s offer of expanded access to VET
FEE-HELP and the maximum take-up is achieved,
up to $155 million could be loaned each year to
subsidised higher level VET students. This could
support as many as 60,000 higher level VET students
with student loans each year. Full implementation will
take some time, however.
By addressing the impact of upfront costs and
enabling students to better manage the costs of
higher level study, states and territories will have
greater capacity to manage demand. Any reduction
in subsidies to high level courses will be able to be
redirected to benefit other students through the
National Training Entitlement
Over time, as the number of students accessing
income-contingent loans increases, so too will
investment in the training system. This will allow
governments to expand the number of publicly
subsidised training places on offer, and thereby
better meet the future skills needs of the economy.
Because students will likely choose courses that offer
the highest future prospects, this will also benefit the
economy by better targeting study to skills in demand.
The Commonwealth will work with states and
territories to ensure that only high quality providers
are approved to offer income contingent loans for
their diploma and advanced diploma courses.
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Students will be able to apply for a loan through their approved
VET provider, and the Commonwealth Government will then pay
the fees directly to the provider on the student’s behalf. Once
they reach the income threshold, the loan can be repaid through
the tax system.
The amount of the repayment will be determined by the
Australian Tax Office and employers will withhold an additional
amount from a student’s wage to cover it. The student or anyone
paying the VET FEE-HELP debt on their behalf can make
voluntary repayments at any time.

Figure 9: Repayment rates for higher
education income-contingent loans
Repayment rates for the 2011–12 income year
HELP
Repayment Income

% of loan
balance repaid

Below $47,196

Nil

$47,196–$52,572

4.0%

$52,573–$57,947

4.5%

$57,948–$60,993

5.0%

$60,994–$65,563

5.5%

$65,564–$71,006

6.0%

$71,007–$74,743

6.5%

$74,744–$82,253

7.0%

$82,254–$87,649

7.5%

$87,650 and above

8.0%

To further ensure training is more affordable, under the
proposed reform, students in government subsidised places
will not have to pay a 20 per cent loan fee.

Reduced upfront costs for students

expanded access to
income-contingent loans

Don’s story
Getting help with course fees for higher qualifications*

Don completed his metalwork apprenticeship seven years ago
and has a good job with a construction company in a large
regional town. He and Kate have just had their third child and
he has been thinking about their future.
They like the regional lifestyle. His ideas about his professional
development have changed now that he doesn’t need to move
to the city to get ahead. He wants to move into supervisory
positions in mining construction – it’s growing fast and highly
paid. He decides that a Diploma of Engineering is what he
needs to get there.
It is a bit ‘chicken and egg’ though: he knows that his income
will go up when he gets a job in the mining industry with his
new qualification, but their budget is tight and he doesn’t think
they can afford for him to do the course.
Don talks with his local TAFE and discovers that he can now
get a loan to cover the course fees – an income-contingent
loan without a loan fee. This means that the Commonwealth
government covers the upfront cost of the course – around
$2,000 in this case – and students pay it back when their
income has reached the right level. This won’t take Don long
but he won’t have to find the fees up front.
Don applies for the loan and starts the course the following
term – just the ticket for his new career.

Full fee paying diploma and advanced diploma
students pay this fee when they take out an
income-contingent loan to pay tuition fees.
The Commonwealth Government is linking its
offer to expand income-contingent loans to its
requirement for all states and territories to introduce
a National Training Entitlement. This is important
because improved access to government-subsidised
training up to certificate III is a necessary foundation
upon which to build better access to higher level
qualifications. States and territories will continue
to set fees and quality will be set through national
regulatory arrangements including through the
Australian Skills Quality Authority and the National
Skills Standard Council.
It is anticipated that many Australians who
have previously been discouraged from training
because of the high upfront costs will now be
able to enrol in diplomas and advanced diplomas.
This will include people from regions experiencing
the impacts of industrial restructuring who need
to reskill to take on a new job, as well as people
seeking higher level qualifications so they can
advance in their current career.

* Possible scenario once the reforms are in place
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Examples of diploma and
advanced diploma courses
Diploma courses include: Legal
Services, Systems Analysis and
Design, Digital Media Technologies,
Agriculture (Organic production),
Minerals Processing.
Advanced diploma courses include:
Accounting, Marine Engineering,
Extractive Industries Management,
Rural Business Management,
Surface Coal Mining, and Civil
Construction.

Photo by Arthur Mosthead, supplied courtesy of the
Australian Government Department of Education,
Employment and Workplace Relations
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Reduced upfront costs for students

expanded access to
income-contingent loans

Expanding access to incomecontingent loans will increase
the number of higher skilled
VET graduates

As a result of this reform
>> Upfront fees will no longer be a barrier
to students taking up a publicly subsidised place
in a VET diploma or advanced diploma course.
>> Students funding their own training and parents
trying to find money for their children’s vocational
training will not have to fund upfront costs.
>> The number of workers with a diploma of
advanced diploma qualification in the labour
market will increase and businesses will have
more highly qualified graduates.
>> This increased private investment in training
means states and territories will have more
financial resources to increase publicly
subsidised training places.
>> High quality training providers that become
approved VET providers under the VET FEEHELP scheme will be able to access funding
from the Commonwealth.
>> The stock of higher level skills in the population
will grow, contributing to achievement of the
COAG targets for increased qualification levels.
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Forward

Chapter:
FIVE
Improved
quality
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High quality teaching and learning
is the essential ingredient for
a high performing, successful
national training system.
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Improved quality

better outcomes from
greater investment

A high quality training system – what
the Commonwealth is seeking
>> Independent external validation of training
provider assessments, developed and trialled
with industry sectors that have concerns about
the quality of training, for full implementation
from 2014.
>> Agreed state and territory strategies to develop
and retain a highly skilled VET workforce and
ensure a strong, competitive public training
provider network, both of which will underpin
a high quality training system.
>> A fully operational national regulatory regime
with active support for the Australian Skills
Quality Authority and its new regulatory
arrangements by all states and territories.
>> The publication of measures of training provider
quality and performance on the new My Skills
website.
>> Extra contractual obligations for training providers
offering the National Training Entitlement and
income-contingent loans to their students to
ensure students receive good value for their
investment.

The performance and quality of the national
training systems needs to lift further
Quality assurance and standards
Employers and students need complete confidence that the
national training system is providing them with high quality
training delivery, assessments and qualifications.
>> Employers need to know that when they hire someone with
a qualification, the qualification itself is a guarantee they will
have a certain minimum level of relevant skills able to be
applied in the workplace.
>> Students need to know that their training will provide
the learning outcomes, skills and experience that will
prepare them for employment or career advancement,
and that their qualification will be valued by employers
across Australia.
Surveys show that, overall, employers and students are
satisfied with the quality of vocational training in Australia.
However, employers have consistently communicated
concerns to government about some elements of the system,
particularly the quality and consistency of assessment
of student learning outcomes.
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Ensuring Quality in Vocational
Education and Training

Quality assurance framework

Strengthened requirements

The Australian VET system has a rigorous quality
assurance framework with three elements:

Provider standards were strengthened
in July 2010, including: initial
registration, fit and proper person
requirements, ongoing financial
viability, enhanced staff development
and training requirements and feeprotection requirements for students.

1. National standards for:
>> the registration and operation of training
providers, including training and assessment
standards;
>> the development and endorsement
of National Training Packages;
>> the accreditation of courses that are not
covered in national Training Packages; and
>> data provision.
Standards are set and reviewed by the National
Skills Standards Council. Training packages are
developed by Industry Skills Councils, ensuring
their fitness for purpose.
2. A national standards framework for qualifications –
the Australian Qualifications Framework – linking
school, VET and higher education.
>> These standards are set and reviewed by the
Australian Qualifications Framework Council.
3. A national VET regulator – the Australian
Skills Quality Authority (ASQA)
>> ASQA is responsible for registration and
monitoring registered training organisations
against the standards.
>> All training providers must be registered
to offer nationally recognised qualifications.
>> To be registered and remain registered,
all training providers must meet the national
standards.
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The skills reforms to be negotiated
at COAG will strengthen VET quality
through:
>> External validation of training
provider assessments
>> Improved quality of teaching
>> Additional state quality checks
for access to public subsidies
>> Expansion of extra Commonwealth
checks for access to incomecontingent loans
>> Publication of quality and
performance measures on the
My Skills website
>> Support for a strong public provider
network able to operate effectively
through the implementation of the
reforms, to underpin a high quality
VET system

Improved quality

better outcomes from
greater investment

The expansion of privately funded registered training
organisations has created more choices for employers and
students, but sometimes providers have not always offered the
quality of training that is needed.
The Review of the Education Services for Overseas Students
(ESOS) Act 2000 undertaken by Mr Bruce Baird in 2010
found that the increase in privately-funded registered training
organisations had caused concerns that some were operating
with ‘their eye on the money and not education’ and that
compliance activities found evidence that a number of ‘highrisk providers are poorly managed’. This has the potential to
undermine public confidence in qualifications and providers.
For example, in the past some training providers have been
eager to take advantage of overseas student perceptions that
VET study could increase the chances of gaining permanent
residency in Australia. The number of overseas students
undertaking food preparation courses peaked in 1009 with
over 22,000 enrolments. This figure sharply declined by 78 per
cent to around 4,800 in 2011, after initiatives to better control
this behaviour by providers and more stringent student visa
integrity measures were in place.
The Australian Skills Quality Authority, established in 2011,
will ensure higher standards and greater consistency in the
regulation of all providers. Ongoing cooperation of states
and territories is required to embed this reform and ensure
it delivers the higher quality all governments are seeking.

VET teacher quality
It is estimated there are more than 220,000 trainers and
assessors, other professionals and general staff in the VET
workforce across Australia. VET teachers and assessors
are required to have both current industry knowledge and
educational capabilities.

Each state and territory will implement strategies
to improve the quality of VET teaching. Specific
measures will be determined by each state in
accordance with their particular needs and priorities.
This could include increasing the proportion of
vocational education teachers with higher level skills
in training and those with higher level assessment
capabilities, measures to retain high performing VET
teachers, and measures to attract new teachers to
the workforce.

Maintaining high quality public provision in a
more contestable environment for public funds
For many decades, public providers such as
TAFEs have been the primary centre of excellence
in capital-intensive technical training, providing
invaluable trades training which is accessed
by nearly two thirds of employers who have
apprentices or trainees, with strong rates of
satisfaction. TAFE also offers support services
to disadvantaged students, including libraries, IT
access and individual support, which helps them
successfully participate in training – particularly in
non-metropolitan areas where these services may
otherwise be unavailable.
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Enhancing focus on quality of training
The Commonwealth Government will require states and
territories to increase quality throughout the VET sector.
This will be built on an increased commitment to support
the Australian Skills Quality Authority and its new regulatory
arrangements.
Governments need to ensure that TAFEs are able
to operate effectively in an environment where
some states and territories choose to move to a
more contestable training market. It is in the public
and taxpayer interest to ensure that the long term
investment of public funds in a strong TAFE sector
continues to be productive and contributes further
to the skilling task facing the nation. Building a
skilled economy and society must rest on a bedrock
of public institutions committed to the long term
advancement and capacity of citizens.
The states and territories will be asked to agree on
strategies with the Commonwealth Government
to continue to support and strengthen their public
providers of vocational education and training over
the next five years. These could include recognition
of the additional costs that public providers incur
as the key provider of capital intensive training and
the support services required for disadvantaged
students and for students in regional Australia.
In some states and territories this may require
reform of TAFE governance arrangements. In
others it may require public providers taking more
flexible approaches to course design and delivery
and entering into more customised training delivery
arrangements with local employers.
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A key reform will be the publication of comparable information
on the quality of registered training organisations, through the
new My Skills website. This will allow employers and students
to compare the quality and performance of training providers in
their area and make informed choices about the provider that
best meets their needs. Information on quality might include
the proportion of graduates in employment or in full-time study
following completion of training, the number of assessments of
existing skills undertaken and feedback from learners on the
level of support, convenience of delivery and assessment and
relevance of skills achieved.
The Commonwealth Government will apply a strengthened
quality regime for providers seeking to offer income-contingent
loans. Only providers offering high quality vocational education
services will be eligible. The quality regime will include
developing independant, external validation of qualification
assessments undertaken by providers, in parallel with the
extension of the loan program. As more states accept the
Commonwealth’s offer to provide access to student loans for
high level VET study, these additional checks will apply to more
training providers.

Improved quality

better outcomes from
greater investment

Assuring students and employers
that investing in training is
worthwhile
As a result of these reforms:
Pilots will initially be rolled out in the qualifications identified by
industry as being of most concern. Subject to the pilots being
successful, a national approach to external validation will be
implemented from 2014–15 onwards. It is anticipated that
external validation will involve independent industry experts
auditing a training provider’s assessment process and, in some
cases, validating the competency assessments that have been
made for individual students.
To support the introduction of a National Training Entitlement
and expansion of income-contingent loans, states and
territories will ensure only high quality training providers
are approved to deliver the National Training Entitlement.
States will be required to ensure only high quality training
providers are able to access public subsidies through
the application of stringent quality checks. For example,
these additional requirements could include more regular
reporting on performance by registered training organisations,
subsidy funding provided on completion of training delivery,
ongoing compliance checks and a focus on assessing past
delivery quality and performance before registered training
organisations can access public funds.

>> The 1.8 million students enrolled in the publicly
funded VET system and thousands of Australian
businesses who have a stake in the quality of
Australia’s vocational education system will have
greater assurance that high quality training is
being provided.
>> Employers and training organisations can
be confident that quality standards will be
consistently applied across the country.
>> Information on the performance of training
organisations will be publicly available to help
students and employers choose a training
provider that best suits their needs.
>> International and domestic students and their
families can have confidence that registered
training organisations are legitimate and offer
genuine, high quality learning opportunities.
Taxpayers will be confident that government
subsidies are supporting high quality training
outcomes and that substandard operators are
weeded out of the industry.

Together, these additional quality measures will help that
students and industry can have added confidence in the
providers delivering government subsidised training or
student loans.
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Chapter:
SIX
Greater
transparency
of the
vet sector
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This reform will provide clearer
and more accessible information
about vocational education and
training to employers, students
and governments.
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Greater transparency of the VET sector

A more transparent training system –
what the Commonwealth is seeking
>> All governments will support the implementation
of a new My Skills website, delivering more
publicly available information to allow
comparisons between courses and training
providers.
>> Training providers will publish standardised
information, which could include data on the
costs and delivery of the training they provide.
>> The Unique Student Identifier will be
implemented to provide a single, portable record
of training for students.
>> Private training providers will provide the same
level of information about privately funded
students, including students who take out
income-contingent loans, as they do for publicly
subsidised students.

VET is opaque and difficult to navigate
The VET system has grown over the past two decades
to nearly 5,000 providers who compete for student,
business and government investment. As bodies
like the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) and Skills Australia have noted,
the diversity and flexibility of training on offer is one of
the strengths of Australia’s national training system,
along with its capacity to satisfy many different needs
at many different points in people’s lives. But the lack
of simple, accessible information on the different
training providers and the quality of their performance
makes it hard for students and businesses to select
the training option that best suits their needs.

Similarly, lack of information on training outcomes and pricing
makes it difficult for governments to ensure taxpayer dollars
are targeted to high quality and efficient providers.
For business, the lack of clear, comparable information
on training providers and courses makes it difficult to assess
which training option is best suited to their needs. Information on
which providers offer flexible training delivery, student outcomes
and provider performance would enable business to select the
right training for their business and provide assurance that an
investment in training will be worthwhile for their staff and for
their bottom line.
It is also hard for students to keep track of their training over
time, particularly if they complete different types of training
at different stages of their career. Gathering evidence of prior
learning for a student entering a higher level course later on can
be difficult, and as the workforce becomes more mobile and the
number of career changes in an individual’s lifetime increases,
this will be a growing problem.
For system managers, there are gaps in the information available
to assess how the VET system as a whole is performing. The
National Centre for Vocational Education Research reports that
the Commonwealth Government invested around $2.4 billion
in 2010. States and territories invested a further $3.4 billion
in 2010. However, gaps and delays in the provision of training
data mean governments do not have the full picture on training
activity, they cannot be sure what activity is being funded
privately, and they have little reliable information to assess the
efficiency of the funding they provide.
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Students and industry will have
better information to be able to
choose the training that suits them
A new national website: My Skills
The Commonwealth Government will ask states
and territories and training providers to support the
implementation of a new national website in 2012:
the My Skills website.
It will be similar to the MySchool and MyUniversity
websites: a public on-line database that employers
and students can use to find out about their training
options. My Skills builds on Skills Connect and will
mean that all employers, including those not eligible
for assistance under Skills Connect will have the
opportunity to assess which training options are best
suited to their business needs.
Once fully implemented in 2014, the new website
will provide comparable information about training
providers, courses, training outcomes, fees and
other costs, available subsidies and provider
performance – enabling employers and students to
choose the right training option for them. The state
and territory governments and registered training
providers will be responsible for contributing high
quality and timely information to My Skills to make
the website beneficial for students and employers.
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Unique Student Identifier
VET students currently have no control over their training data
and cannot easily find, collate and authenticate all of their
educational attainments in a single portable record. In order to
create a transcript of their VET achievements (for enrolment in
another course, to show an employer or to establish credit for
recognising prior learning) students currently need to contact
and request the information from all of the VET institutions
they have attended. To address this issue, the Commonwealth
Government will seek a commitment from the states and
territories to fully implement a Unique Student Identifier, known
as the USI. The students who will benefit most from the USI
are those who:
>> access VET multiple times to upskill or retrain during their
working life;
>> transfer between institutions and jurisdictions during their
training; and
>> seek recognition for their prior learning in order to reduce
the amount of training needed to upgrade their skills into
a qualification.
Because the USI will seamlessly link all the information about a
student’s vocational education record, the process of returning
to study or moving between courses and providers will be
easier and more efficient for students. Importantly, there will
be rigorous privacy safeguards to ensure that an individual
student’s record can only be accessed by them, unless they
expressly give permission to provide data to another party.

Greater transparency of the VET sector

The USI will be implemented progressively and the first
students to benefit will be those enrolling in vocational
education in 2014.

Governments will have better evidence
to improve the performance of the national
training system
Currently, training providers are only required to provide data
on publicly subsidised accredited training. As part of the
reforms the Commonwealth Government wants data collection
arrangements to be enhanced so that the national standard
data on course enrolments and completions will be provided to
the National Centre for Vocational Education Research for all
accredited training – whether publicly or privately funded.
As a result of these reforms, governments will have a
better understanding of the complete training market,
adding information on privately funded training to the
existing information from the public system. The increased
transparency of the private training sector will enhance student
and employer confidence in all VET training regardless of who
provides it or funds it.

Better transparency will make
it easier for users to engage with
the training system and drive
improvements to the national
training system
As a result of these reforms
>> Business and students will have access
to a My Skills website to compare courses
and training providers on a range of factors,
which could include quality, price, cost,
subsidies and incentives, and student outcomes.
>> The VET sector will be more open and
transparent because better data on the sector
will be collected and publicly released.
>> Students will be able to track their vocational
education training throughout their life using
their Unique Student Identifier.
>> Governments, in the longer term, will have
more evidence about the operation of the
VET sector and be better able to improve the
design, operation and funding of the national
training system.
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Ben’s story
Getting information on training to start a career*

Ben is 18 and has just finished year 12. He is a bright young
man who enjoys practical hands-on learning, and he’s
interested in a career in Business Management or Information
Technology (IT).
He knows that qualifications will make the difference between
starting a career and just getting a job, but he’s not interested
in going to university. Some of his friends have been looking
into training providers and researching company requirements
on the net. There are some useful blogs, but they are finding
it hard comparing what they find and deciding which training
providers offer them the best training.

Ben has done his homework. He works out
three training options he can choose between,
depending on the job he gets. This will allow him
to gain the qualifications he needs, and the hands
on experience he prefers, to kick start his career.
And he’s ready to go well before his mates!
* Possible scenario once the reforms are in place

Ben decides to research local IT and management training
options on the My Skills website. He can see all the relevant
public and private colleges delivering courses in his area,
the types of courses, the fees and government subsidies, the
method of delivery, and information on employment prospects
for graduates. It also tells him which courses he can do part
time while he is working.

Photo by Andrew Sikorski, supplied courtesy of
the Australian Government Department of
Education, Employment and Workplace Relations
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Skills for
labour market
participation
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This reform will help to ensure
all students who have difficulty
accessing or successfully
completing training are given
better support to enter and
complete their study, giving them
the qualifications they need to
obtain a job.
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Skills for labour market participation

better support for
disadvantaged Australians

A more equitable training system – what
the Commonwealth is seeking from the states
and territories
>> Students from disadvantaged groups will receive
effective support from training providers to
complete their training.
>> Financial incentives will be provided to states
and territories to increase completion of VET
qualifications by students who are disengaged
or disadvantaged.
>> States and territories will have the flexibility
to target their efforts to those most in need in
their local areas, and respond to emerging
student needs.

Not enough students from
disadvantaged groups have higher
level skills
Although VET assists a significant number
of students from low socioeconomic and
disadvantaged backgrounds, progression to high
level qualifications for these students is lower than
for other students.
A renewed focus is needed on increasing the
number of these students completing qualifications,
including at higher skill levels. This will position them
better to take advantage of job opportunities and
ensure that they and their families share the benefits
of our strong economy.

Despite increases in the total number of vocational education
and training students and improvements in overall participation
in higher level qualifications, some groups in the community
are not well catered for in the training system and are not
achieving the same outcomes, particularly those that relate
to employment.

Australians with lower educational qualifications
earn less and are more likely to be unemployed.
>> In 2011, 83 per cent of all Australians with a certificate III
qualification or higher have a job, compared with only 57
per cent of those who left school early. Australia also has
a higher proportion of adults with only a basic education
than other comparable countries, largely due to our high
numbers of early school leavers and students who do not
complete their courses.

Australians with low literacy and numeracy skills
earn less and are less likely to be employed.
>> Over 50 per cent of those at the lowest literacy levels are
unemployed. The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
has suggested that almost half of the adult population in
Australia lacks the literacy and numeracy skills required for
adequate functioning on a day to day basis in an advanced
economy, a figure largely unchanged since the 1990s.
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Skills for labour market participation

An improvement in literacy and
numeracy skills from level one to
level three could increase a person’s
chance of getting a job by five to
15 per cent, and their hourly wage
by about 25 to 30 per cent.

Between 2006 and 2010, of all
disadvantaged groups, VET students
with a disability had the lowest level
of improvement in their employment
circumstances after training and
their level of improvement declined
consistently over this period. On
average, these graduates working full
time earn nearly eight per cent less
than other students after graduating
from VET courses.

better support for
disadvantaged Australians

Improving training participation and skills
outcomes for disadvantaged Australians
States and territories will be asked to improve training
outcomes for disadvantaged students. Each state
and territory will be required to agree targets with the
Commonwealth Government for the groups of disadvantaged
students that need the most support to improve their
outcomes. For example, targets could include increases
in how many Indigenous Australians commence and
complete qualifications; or improved training outcomes for
students with a disability, students from regional and remote
areas, low socio-economic groups, long-term unemployed,
early school leavers, single and teen parents or mature
aged workers.
The skills reforms that the Commonwealth is proposing are
significant steps in themselves that will enhance the participation
opportunities of disadvantaged Australians. The targets we will
negotiate will supplement other significant reforms already in
place. In the 2011–12 Budget, the Commonwealth Government
provided additional funding of $80 million over four years for
additional training places to provide a guarantee of priority
access to training for single parents and teenagers with
children. This is so these parents can get a VET qualification
to prepare them for work and enhance their opportunities for
future employment so they can better support themselves
and their children. A new National Partnership Agreement,
including matching state and territory contributions has been
agreed with states and territories to come into operation from
early 2012. This initiative works together with other additional
assistance for jobless families and targeted initiatives in ten
identified disadvantage locations as part of the government’s
overall strategy to lift workforce participation and reduce
unemployment.
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Indigenous Australians have higher
rates of unemployment and much
lower workforce participation rates
than non-Indigenous Australians:
>> 18.2 per cent unemployment
and 58.3 per cent participation
for Indigenous Australians
>> compared to 5.1 per cent and
76.8 per cent respectively for nonIndigenous Australians (ABS).

In order to reach agreed skills targets for disadvantaged
students, states and territories will need to put in place
strategies to better support these students to enrol in training
courses and complete their studies. These initiatives will differ
depending on the state or territory and the local labour market,
but could include:
>> partnerships between training providers and business, such
as work with local employers to link disadvantaged students
to workforce employment and participation plans;
>> joined-up training, such as linking skills courses
with language and literacy training;
>> specialist staff resources and support programs
for students; and

Up to 45 per cent of mature age
workers aged 45 and over plan to
stay in the workforce for a further
20 years.
These workers are needed to
improve our workforce participation
levels, but they may need retraining
as technology changes and
industries restructure.

>> improved staff development and teaching resources
for working with designated groups of students.

These students will have better support
to complete qualifications
>> Students from disadvantaged groups will have improved
support from their training provider, improving their
confidence and skills.
>> More disadvantaged students will complete higher level
qualifications and have better job prospects and higher
incomes as a result.
>> More Australians will have the literacy and numeracy
skills needed for the new economy, and their employment
prospects and incomes will improve.
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Skills for labour market participation

better support for
disadvantaged Australians

Marko’s story
Getting support to make a mid-life career change*

Marko’s employer – a components manufacturing company –
has announced plans to move overseas. Marko has worked in
manufacturing for nearly twenty years but getting another job
like his in the local area isn’t going to be easy. He has a boy still
at school and he and his wife were hoping to travel, so he can’t
think about early retirement!
Marko decides his best option is to retrain in a new line
of work. He has done some courses at work and likes the
idea of training. He thinks plumbers have good job security
and he knows there are vacancies.
He uses the My Skills website to research training for
plumbers. He sees that he needs to do a Certificate III in
Plumbing as part of an apprenticeship first and that the off-thejob training is offered by three training providers in his region.
He uses My Skills to compare the providers. He sees that the
local TAFE has the highest reported employer and student
satisfaction levels for the course. My Skills also confirms there
are low unemployment rates for people with this qualification.

Marko talks to the TAFE and finds a few more
benefits. It has a special staff member to help
people adjust to training who haven’t done any for
a long while. He can do a literacy course to help with
the job paperwork as he hasn’t used these skills in
his job. And he can get credit in the course for some
of the skills he already has.
It’s a big commitment, but it’s worth it in the long
run. By the time the components company closes
down, Marko has found a new employer willing
to take him on as an adult apprentice, enrolled at
the TAFE and had his prior learning assessed for
credit in the course. He’s well on his way to new
opportunities.
* Possible scenario once the reforms are in place
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This reform will give taxpayers
more certainty they are getting
value for their investment in the
national training system.
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Better value for money

a more efficient national
training system

More efficient and responsive training
>> Performance-based incentives will reward
states and territories for achieving higher
completions of qualifications, including high level
qualifications.
>> The Australian Apprenticeships system will
be further harmonised so arrangements
across states and territories are consistent and
streamlined.
>> In 2015, the Commonwealth will establish an
Expert Panel to examine future VET funding.

of whole qualifications are necessary for more students to
establish a career pathway. There would be strong macroeconomic benefits as well. The Productivity Commission
estimates that achieving the COAG qualification attainment
targets by 2020 would help to lift workforce participation by
about one per cent.

Commonwealth-state funding arrangements
are inefficient and poorly targeted
The national training system is training more
Australians than ever before, but there are still
inefficiencies in the system, evidenced by low
completion rates and poorly targeted training that
does not match up to where the skills shortages and
jobs growth are occurring. Budgetary pressures on
all governments mean the choices about where to
prioritise additional funding are difficult. It is essential
that the reforms deliver a more efficient system and
ensure that any additional investment in the training
system leads to more valuable training outcomes
for the economy. In short, better value for money for
public investment in vocational training is needed.

Increasing qualification completions
will deliver better value
At present, only around 30 per cent of students
nationally who start in VET complete a VET
qualification. While completion rates for individual
training modules within those qualifications is high
at around 80 per cent, higher completion rates

The Commonwealth Government’s total expenditure on VET,
as measured by the National Centre for Vocational Education
Research, increased from $1.6 billion in 2007 to $2.4 billion
in 2010. This represents a 47 per cent real increase in annual
Commonwealth funding since 2007, or a 35 per cent increase
when adjusted for inflation. By contrast, total VET funding from
the states increased from $3.0 billion to $3.45 billion over the
same period - a five per cent increase in real terms. While
there has been some variation in the level of increase across
states and territories, in some states funding actually declined
in real terms over the period.
A priority of all government investment should be to address
skills shortages and target areas of jobs growth so employers
can access the skilled workers they need. With ongoing skills
shortages in key trades, this points to the need to improve the
operation of the Australian Apprenticeship system to remove
impediments for employers, increase flexibility and improve
consistency in how the system operates across Australia.
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Individual circumstances, including
employment, often change during
study and some students only wish
to gain specific skills within a full
qualification.
However, there is significant
value in students completing a
full qualification. Completing a
qualification gives students greater
portability of skills when they change
jobs, improved prospects for future
employment and greater confidence
and resilience in the face of change.
Qualifications provide the flexibility
employees need to build and change
careers over their working life.
The qualifications that will bring
the most benefit to individuals and
employers in the future are the higher
level qualifications attained through
certificate IV, diploma and advanced
diploma study. This is because
the largest employment growth is
occurring in jobs requiring high level
skills, fuelled by the growth in new
technology across all industries and
in sectors like resources, construction
and aged care.
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A better performing national training system
Ensuring funding supports improved student outcomes
The Commonwealth Government will seek to tie a significant
proportion of funding to agreed improvements in training
outcomes, particularly course completions for higher level
qualifications, training attainment by disadvantaged students
(including Indigenous students and those in rural and
regional Australia), and improved outcomes in skills shortage
occupations and regions.

Higher completions rates
The Commonwealth Government will offer payments based on
performance improvements to states and territories that increase
the completion of full qualifications. A focus will be targets for
improved performance of specific groups of disadvantaged
students, taking account of the target groups which may need
particular improvement in each state and territory.
We are looking to lift the number of qualifications completed
and are negotiating with the states and territories for additional
completions of around 375,000.
To achieve these targets and claim the funding linked to them,
states and territories will need strategies to support students
to complete their study. A particular focus will be students
who face barriers to learning and other disadvantages, such
as people with disability, indigenous students and students
in regional and remote locations. Better understanding of why
students do not complete, tailored approaches to learning,
better support to VET teachers to assist these students and
adequate student supports will play a role in achieving the
improvements sought.

Better value for money

Reform to Australian Apprenticeships
The Commonwealth Government is pursuing reform of the
Australian Apprenticeship system with states and territories,
informed by the recommendations from the Apprenticeships
for the 21st Century Expert Panel. National harmonisation of
the Australian Apprenticeships system will provide a more
effective and efficient system. The Commonwealth and the
states and territories are working together to reduce barriers to
apprentice labour mobility, increase consistency of pathways
into apprenticeships across states and territories and reduce
costs for business.
In addition, the Commonwealth is offering to work with
states and territories to create a one-stop shop for Australian
Apprenticeships. It will also complement and build on the work
the Commonwealth is already undertaking to streamline support
services. This includes streamlined administrative processes
to reduce duplication and enable more effective use of
resources, which will come into effect under the new Australian
Apprenticeship Support Services contract from 2012.

Positioning industry at the heart
of the training system
The Commonwealth has guaranteed that industry is at the
heart of the training system by creating Skills Australia which
will evolve into a new Australian Workforce and Productivity
Agency on 1 July 2012; strengthening the role of Industry Skills
Councils; introducing a new funding model – the National
Workforce Development Fund – that cements an industry
partnership with government and taking a holistic approach
to workforce development that ensures that government
assistance is targeted at the enterprise level.
Skills Australia was created to provide advice on current,
emerging and future workforce development and workforce
skills needs. From
1 July 2012, subject to the passage of legislation, the role of
Skills Australia will be broadened by the creation of a new

a more efficient national
training system

industry led Australian Workforce and Productivity
Agency. The agency will collaborate with industry to
ensure a shared, practical approach to workforce
development which meets sectoral, regional and
small business industry needs.
The $558 million National Workforce Development
Fund is a key component to the industry guarantee
with the new Australian Workforce and Productivity
Agency setting the funding priorities. Individual
enterprises enter into a partnership with government
under a co-funding arrangement to support skills
development for new staff and up skill existing
workers. In this way industry drives the delivery of
the training to ensure that what is delivered meets
the needs of the enterprise, is delivered in a way that
supports the business cycle of the enterprise and
delivers the outcomes demanded by industry. By
working with an Industry Skills Council, enterprises
are also ensuring that the nationally recognised
qualifications being delivered are providing a long
term benefit to the participating individuals.
The National Workforce Development Fund is also
a major component of Australian Government Skills
Connect, a new service designed to help link eligible
Australian enterprises with a range of skills and
workforce development solutions. It is employers’
gateway to information and support that will connect
them with Australian Government funding that
meets their unique business or industry training and
workforce development needs; helping them to build
productivity and improve the future of their business.
This new approach is a significant development
on the existing structure of the Commonwealth
Government’s skills funding, where funds were
largely provided through state and territory
government intermediaries. By partnering directly
with industry, the Commonwealth Government is
helping to ensure the availability of training that is
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tailored to industry needs, responsive to emerging
priorities to address skill shortages, and cost shared
through co-investment from the employers who
benefit from a more highly skilled, efficient and
productive workforce. Industry wins, workers win
and the economy wins.

EXPERT PANEL ON VET funding
A review to be completed by June 2015 will assess
the impact of the key reforms to training negotiated
as part of the National Partnership Agreement on
Skills Reform. Additional transparency measures to
improve the availability of data on training provision,
provider performance and fees and government
subsidies will provide important data about the
performance and funding of the national training
system. The review will also examine the impact
of changes to the way states and territories fund
training providers as a result of implementing
these reforms.

The Commonwealth Government will establish an Expert
Panel in 2015 to examine future VET funding, based on data
and evidence collected as a result of the National Partnership
Agreement on Skills Reform. The Expert Panel will report in the
second half of 2016.

A more efficient VET system will emerge
As a result of these reforms:
>> More students will complete their qualifications and
more students will complete higher level qualifications.
>> Business, especially national employers, will find it easier
to manage their apprentices.
>> Funding will support a more demand-driven training
system, targeting areas of skills priority.
>> There will be clarity about Commonwealth and state
and territory funding responsibilities and contributions.
Taxpayers will be assured that the public investment
is delivering better value for money and more efficient
training outcomes.

Photo by Wayne Quiliam, supplied courtesy of the
Australian Government Department of Education,
Employment and Workplace Relations
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In the 2011–12 Budget, the
Commonwealth Government
announced its plan to revise the
National Agreement for Skills
and Workforce Development
and develop a new National
Partnership Agreement on
Skills Reform. Since then,
Commonwealth and state and
territory officials have worked
together on details of the
reforms. The Commonwealth
has also consulted industry
across Australia, including
through a roundtable of industry
representatives chaired by the
Minister for Tertiary Education,
Skills, Science and Research,
Senator the Hon Chris Evans.
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Taking a reform plan to the states and territories

The Commonwealth Government will be taking this
skills reform package, as outlined in this document,
to the COAG meeting on 13 April 2012, and seek
the agreement of Premiers and Chief Ministers
to the revised National Agreement and the new
National Partnership Agreement.
The National Agreement and National Partnership
Agreement detail a jointly agreed and shared
approach to delivering a more efficient, and
sustainable national training system that better
targets Australia’s future skills needs and responds
to the demands of employers and students.
The agreements cover almost $9 billion of
Commonwealth expenditure on skills:
>> $7 billion over five years through the National
Specific Purpose Payment for Skills and
Workforce Development; and
>> $1.75 billion over five years through the National
Partnership Agreement on Skills Reform,
to commence from 1 July 2012.
>> a substantial increase in the value of
Commonwealth Government-subsidised
income-contingent loans as states and territories
take up the offer to expand the availability of
VET FEE-HELP for subsidised diploma and
advanced diploma courses.

Funding is allocated to states and territories based on
population shares as outlined in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Estimated funding to states and territories
2012–13 to 2016–17
National
Agreement
funding over
five years
$m

National
Partnership
Agreement
funding over
five years
$m

New South Wales

2319.1

561.6

Victoria

1801.5

434.8

Queensland

1476.8

356.8

South Australia

522.5

126.9

Western Australia

758.9

182.3

Tasmania

160.7

39.1

75.1

18.1

State or territory

Northern Territory
Australian Capital Territory
Total

117.3

28.0

7232.0

1747.7

This is a significant investment by the Commonwealth
Government when it is working to bring the Budget back
to surplus, and reflects the importance the Commonwealth
places on skills reform to drive productivity, help business to
adapt to the changing economy, and support more Australians
to get the skills they need for well paid jobs in the future.
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In making this investment, the Commonwealth
Government is signalling that additional effort and
system reform is needed if the COAG targets for skills
and workforce development can be achieved.
The Commonwealth strongly believes that our training
system must be aligned with industry and focused
on meeting the needs of our changing economy.
Simply funding additional training places is no longer
an adequate response in an environment where
international and domestic pressures are changing
the way we do business.
All governments must work to create the national
training system that addresses the needs of all
Australians: a system that more businesses can
partner with to develop their workforces; where more
students can get the basic qualification they need
for a decent job in a higher skills economy; where
disadvantaged individuals and regions participate fully;
and where taxpayers can be assured of the efficient
and effective expenditure of training dollars.
The potential benefits to the national economy
and the economies in each state and territory are
clear. These include higher workforce productivity,
increased workforce participation by disadvantaged
groups, an increased supply of skilled workers,
reduction in skills shortages and a more economically
mobile population. Through more effective training
that delivers more successful student training
completions, governments will also realise increased
return on their training investment. By ensuring
mechanisms like VET FEE-HELP and the National
Workforce Development Fund are in place to
effectively support shared investment by students and
employers, governments will be more able to spread
their subsidies across larger numbers of students,
supporting more Australians to get the skills both they
need and the new Australian economy demands.
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The Commonwealth’s reform offer seeks agreement from the
states and territories to deliver:
>> more skilled Australians through an entitlement to a high
quality training place;
>> reduced upfront costs for students and increased private
investment in training through income-contingent loans for
diplomas and advanced diplomas;
>> better outcomes for greater public investment through
improved quality;
>> greater social and economic participation through better
support for disadvantaged students;
>> a more student and employer friendly system through
increased transparency; and
>> better value for money through greater efficiency and
funding reform.
It will take shared and sustained effort by all governments to
implement these reforms. To ensure accountability under the
revised National Agreement and new National Partnership
Agreement, the COAG Reform Council will report regularly to
COAG on progress of the reforms and their effectiveness in
achieving COAG’s ambition targets.
Reforms will be implemented gradually over the five years of
the National Partnership Agreement. Some reforms will be
implemented nationally, such as the My Skills website and the
Unique Student Identifier. Other reforms, such as the National
Training Entitlement, will be implemented by each state and
territory and customised within their state training systems.

Taking a reform plan to the states and territories

The major reform milestones over the next five years are shown
in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Reform Milestones
What

By When

A new National Partnership Agreement
for Skills Reform

April 2012

Implementation Plans agreed with
states and territories

July 2012

National Training Entitlement

From 2012 to 2014

Expanded access to
income‑contingent loans

From 2012 to 2015

Launch of a new My Skills website
My Skills website fully operational

September 2012
Mid 2014

Unique Student Identifier fully
implemented

January 2014

External validation of assessments
trialled and implemented

2012 to 2015

Review of the National Partnership
Agreement

June 2015

Reports on improved training
outcomes, including aggregate
completions of qualifications, improved
outcomes for Indigenous Australian
and students with a disability, and
training in areas of skills shortage

If agreed, the National Agreement and National
Partnership will be the foundation for skills reform
over the next five years. This will give business,
students and training providers certainty about
the future direction of the national training system
and assurance that it will deliver the skills Australia
needs to prosper.
If, however, agreement on the direction and
approach to funding skills reforms is unable to be
reached at COAG, the Commonwealth Government
will consider other options to ensure the additional
skills funding is available and will make a real
difference in all states. This could involve an
expansion of the National Workforce Development
Fund to channel additional skills funds through the
government’s direct partnership with industry in
those states that do not sign up to the skills reform
agreement. This will help to ensure the needs of
business and the broader economy are being met
and provide a basis for considering alternative
arrangements in the future.

Over five years
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